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The Deep Space Gateway is a crewed platform that will be assembled and operated in the vicinity of the Moon
by ESA and its international partners, and will offer new opportunities for fundamental and applied scientific
research.
The Moon, during most part of its orbit around the Earth is directly exposed to the solar wind. Due to the absence
of a substantial intrinsic magnetic field its vicinity is the ideal environment to study galactic cosmic rays (GCRs),
solar wind and solar energetic particles (SEPs), and Jovian energetic electrons. This environment is typical of
deep space. During 5–6 days every orbit, however, the Moon crosses the tail of the terrestrial magnetosphere. It is
then exposed not to the solar wind but to the terrestrial magnetotail plasma environment, offering the possibility
to study in-situ magnetotail dynamics and its dependence on solar and geomagnetic activity. It is then also very
well situated to study atmospheric escape from the Earth into space, in the form of heavy ions upwelling from
the terrestrial ionosphere and then transported and lost into the deep magnetotail. When the Moon gets again
outside of the magnetotail, terrestrial magnetosphere dynamics can be monitored through remote sensing, using a
variety of magnetospheric imaging techniques (ENA imaging, solar wind charge exchange X-rays, plasmasphere
EUV imaging, or exosphere Lyman-α imaging). The lunar environment also offers a unique opportunity to study
the Moon surface-bounded exosphere, its dynamics, its coupling with the surface and with space plasmas (solar
wind and the terrestrial magnetotail plasma), and its escape into space. Such interactions are ongoing on all
atmosphere-less bodies in the Solar System.
Space plasma physics measurements can be performed either from the Deep Space Gateway platform, or from
instrumented cubesats released from the platform and placed into low-lunar orbits, or directly from the Moon
surface. The Moon surface offers also exciting possibilities for studying energetic ion implantation in the
lunar regolith, solar wind implantation or neutralisation and reflection from the regolith, solar wind interaction
with crustal magnetic anomalies, lunar pick-up ion generation, or lunar surface electrostatic charging and dust
levitation, just to mention few examples.
In preparation of the scientific payload of the Deep Space Gateway, we have formed a topical team to prepare and
to support the definition of payload studies in the field of space plasma physics.

